


The New Science of Medicine Energy

Red Light Therapy has:

Electromagnetic Therapy has:

Infrared has:

“A 96% chance of 
improvement in pain.” 4

“Significant improvement 
in mood after just one 
20-minute treatment.” 5

“No adverse effects have been 
reported with infrared saunas.” 6



5 Energy Medicine Therapies Combined  
for Your Healing Harmony

Hot Gemstone  
Therapy

Far Infrared  
Heat Therapy

Negative Ion  
Therapy

PEMF Therapy Red Light  
Therapy

Hot Gemstone Therapy

• Like a day at the spa
“Hot Stone Massage” is a wonderful way to 
deeply relax and melt away your stresses.
The main benefits of hot stone massage is 
increased vaso-dilation (widening of the blood 
vessels), which increases the circulation of 
your vital blood, oxygen, and nutrients. 7

• Practitioners
Just 5 minutes on a Sparkle Mat and your 
clients will melt into your hands to synergize 
with your treatments.

•	 Benefits	of	crystals
You can experience the same ancient 
benefits of Mayans, Incas, Native Americans, 
Australian Aborigines, Celtic Druids, and 
ancient Egyptians by simply practicing “the 
laying on of stones” (placing crystals on your 
body for the purpose of healing).
You’ll love the healing benefits of the amethyst 
and tourmaline gemstones in your Sparkle 
Mat because you’ll receive the highest 
emissions of therapeutic infrared rays and 
negative ions, as well as ki/prana (subtle 
energy). 8

Tourmaline will help you:

•  Ground and protect yourself

•   Have clear, logical, and rational 
thoughts

•  Relax and ease your stress

Amethyst will help you 9

•   Reduce addiction cravings (alcohol, 
smoking, overspending, social media, 
etc)

•   Tap into your Intuition and Connect to 
you to Higher Consciousness

•  Ward off “energy vampires”



Far Infrared Heat Therapy

Natural	&	Safe
You can feel calm and secure knowing far infrared 
light (FIR) is completely safe because FIR is the 
sun’s most energizing radiant heat 🌞, a natural-
occurring invisible form of light. 
To make this concept simple to comprehend, the 
word “infrared” means “below red,” as these waves 
are just below those of visible red light (see the 
light wavelength graphic below.) 11

Sweet	Sweat
Inducing a sweat is one the greatest benefits of far-infrared (FIR) 
because sweat will detoxify your body and raise your heart-rate 
to a level of exercising - without lifting a single muscle. 13 
Your Sparkle Mat will heat up quickly to 160 degrees Fahrenheit 
(70 degrees Celsius), which will deliver FIR that penetrates ~1.5 
inches (3.81 cm) into your body to help repair damaged tissue 
and increase the circulation of your blood. 14 
RESEARCH: You can feel confident knowing that for over 50 years, 
Japan has researched far infrared light (FIR) saunas and they 
have concluded their safety and vast pain-relieving benefits. 15

(Home infrared saunas cost between $5,000 and $125,000, but 
by buying a Sparkle Mat, you can get your sauna sweat on at 
home while saving yourself 99.6% the cost.) 

•	FIR	Will	Benefit	You	By:
  • Giving your skin a healthy “glow”

  • Reducing your weight 

  • Deeply relaxing your muscles

  • Relieving your stress

  • Helping you sleep deeply

  • Enhancing your muscle-building 

  • Soothing your joint pain

  • Improving your cognitive function

  • Boosting your immune system



Negative Ions Therapy

Your Sparkle Mat will heat pounds of amethyst and 
tourmaline crystals to create over 1,500 negative ions 
per square inch (see comparison chart) to help you 
achieve the “benefits” of negative ions and mitigate 
any ill-effects of “pos-ion poisoning” to your body. 

Ever wonder “why do I feel so energized by the 
ocean?”
Yes it’s partly because you’re on vacation! It’s 
also because you are breathing in a concentration 
of “negative ions” that are formed by waterfalls, 
crashing surf, fire, and plants during photosynthesis, 
a process called “ionization.” 17

If there’s too few “negative ions” and too many 
“positive ions” in the air you breath, it can create  
“pos-ion poisoning.” This can occur as a result of too 
much air conditioning (AC), smog, prolonged air/car 
travel, and weather disturbances. 18 

Scientists have found “pos-ion poisoning” linked to:
   •  Hay fever and most allergies
   •  Aggravated asthma
   •  Increased anxiety, tension, fatigue, and 

sleeplessness
   •  Migraine headaches

You can take a lesson from the Europeans, who take 
“pos-ion poisoning” seriously and have installed 
“negative ion” generators in a lot of businesses, 
banks, hospitals, cars, and airplanes. 19

Negative Ions Will Benefit You By:
   •  Relieving your allergies and asthma by attracting 

harmful airborne particles (pollen, dust, pet dander, 
secondhand smoke, pollution, chemicals, bacteria, 
and viruses) and pulling them to the ground

   •  Naturally deodorizing odors 
   •  Improving your mood and concentration 
   •  Helping you sleep

Negative Ions > Positive Ions
Here’s something you need to know… Since the 
1950s, research has shown that an abundance 
of “negative ions” in the air we breathe is highly 
beneficial, while a lack of ions or a higher ratio of 
positive to negative ions can cause physical harm. 16

It sounds contradictory, but “negative ions” are 
positive for your body.
Negative Ions > Positive Ions = You Healthy 😊



PEMF

Pulsed	Electromagnetic	Frequency
If you suffer from pain or you’re a health optimizer, 
you’re going to want to learn about Pulsed 
Electromagnetic Frequency (PEMF) therapy, also 
known as Electromagnetic Therapy (EMT) because of 
its countless healing applications.
Electromagnetic frequencies (EMFs) are naturally 
occurring at VLF (very low frequency) in and outside 
of your body, ranging from 0.5 Hz (Delta) to 50 Hz 
(Gamma). Your very own Mother Earth emits a 7.83 
Hz (Theta) frequency, also known as “Schumann’s 
Frequency”. 20

However, if you’re a city-dweller, then you’re probably 
deprived of these healthy VLF EMFs (0.5 Hz to 50 Hz) 
because of all the concrete, rubber soles, and tires 
that separate you from the earth’s health-promoting 
geomagnetic frequencies. To make things worse, 
everyday you may be inundated by unhealthy high-
frequency (HF) EMFs from power-lines (60 Hz) and 
5G internet (5,000 Hz.)

PEMF	Medical	Breakthroughs:
   •  1990s | NASA showed a 4x increase in growth 

factors effects using PEMF 21

   •  2007 | FDA approved the first PEMF machine to 
treat treatment-resistant depression with a  
62% reduction 22

   •  2015 | Dr Oz dedicated an entire show to PEMF and 
it’s pain-relieving benefits 23 

   •  2018 | FDA approved PEMF wellness devices like 
the Sparkle Mat

   •  2020 | Harvard & Duke Medical Schools launched 
PEMF courses for Psychiatrists 24

   •  Dr Pawluk, the foremost authority on PEMF, has 
gathered over 500+ studies ranging from pain  
to anxiety to sleeplessness, and the clinically 
proven benefits of PEMF. 25 

Your	Exclusive	PEMF	Frequencies:
Your brain has a prominent brainwave frequency, which can be measured by an EEG (Electroencephalography) 
machine in hertz (“Hz”). It generally has one of 5 brainwave frequencies (Theta/Alpha/Beta/Gamma/Delta) and the 
emotion/state (relaxation/focus/alertness/bliss/sleep) associated with them. 
Have you heard of “brainwave entrainment”? It’s the process of “encouraging your brain” to attune to an intended 
brainwave. You may have used special light and/or audio frequencies (Hz) to entrain your brain to a variety of 
states, but you can also use PEMF for “brainwave entrainment.”
You’ll be happy to know that Sparkle Mat’s NEW and exclusive controller has 5 different PEMF programs to help you 
relax (4.5 Hz Theta), ground (7.83 Hz Theta), focus (10.8 Alpha), heal (10 Hz), sparkle (45 Hz Gamma), and sleep 
(0.9 Hz Delta). All your PEMF programs (except 7.83 Hz) are synchronized to your body’s natural 432 Hz resonance 
and the sacred-geometry number 9.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0U67HDfxB0Q


Brainwave Entrainment

The brain has a prominent brainwave frequency, which can be measured by an EEG (Electroencephalography) 
machine in hertz (“Hz”). 
The brain generally has one of these 5 brainwave frequencies and the emotion/state associated with them:
1. DELTA (0.5 - 4 Hz) - The deepest brainwave level associated with dreamless sleep. 
2.  THETA (4 - 8 Hz) - Tranquility and relaxation, which people can achieve through effective relaxation exercises 

and meditation.  
3. ALPHA (9 - 13 Hz) - Relaxed and calm levels of focus. 
4.  BETA (14 - 30 Hz) - Associated with stress, anxiety, and frustration. Unfortunately, most people spend too 

much of their daily life operating at this level.
5. GAMMA (40 - 100 Hz) - Higher level of  blissful gratitude ( “Sparkle” feeling), alertness, and learning.
It can be difficult to achieve the “Theta” state because most people are in an overactive “Beta” level. Most anti-
anxiety medications are called “Beta-Blockers” to block the brain from being in a “Beta” state.
Fortunately, the PEMF of the Sparkle Mat helps people achieve the desired state for “relaxation” of “Theta”. 
Simply set your mat to “P01: Zen” (4.5 Hz) or “P02: Mother Earth” (7.83 Hz) to encourage your brain to go into a 
relaxed “Theta” state.



WHAT IS “BRAINWAVE ENTRAINMENT”?
The process of “encouraging the brain” to attune to an intended brainwave is called “brainwave entrainment”, 
which is a natural science that uses PEMF, special light and/or audio frequencies to entrain the brain to a variety 
of states. 
Brainwave entrainment can be used for:
   1) Relaxation and anti-anxiety (“Theta”)
   2) Calm focused alertness (“Alpha”)
   3) Inducing gratitude and raising your energy (“Gamma”) 
   4) Deep sleep (“Delta”)
Our Sparkle Mats have 5 PEMF (pulsed electromagnetic frequency) settings, so that you can synchronize your 
mind to your desired state in the moment.  
Enjoy!

Yoga Nidra 
Recording  
Download

We co-created two free Yoga Nidra (guided meditation) tracks:

   1) One at 4.5 Hz to further deepen your “Theta” relaxation state

   2) The second at 0.9 Hz to help you drop into deep sleep

You can download them now at:

www.SparkleMats.com/best-yoga-nidra/

www.SparkleMats.com/best-yoga-nidra/


Red Light Therapy

Photobiomodulation
Your Sparkle Mat will come with 4 to 8 photon light 
LEDs at 660 nm for optimal Red Light Therapy 
benefits called “photobiomodulation” (PBM), which is 
when light strikes your biological tissue and triggers 
a beneficial physiological response.

The most photobiomodulation is “Red Light Therapy” 
(RLT), using lasers or LEDs at 660 nm.

Research
NASA was first to discover the benefits of RLT, in:

   •  1990s | As a way to grow plants in space. 26 

   •  2000 | Navy Seals > 40% improvement in 
musculoskeletal training injuries. 27

   •  2011 | Pain-relief for cancer patients. 28

   •  In 2000, the Journal of Rheumatology found 
that RTL provided significant results across 13 
separate clinical trials. The best results were 
demonstrated in people who have rheumatoid 
arthritis and reported 70% less pain.

Since then, you can discover how many health 
innovators have used RLT for a variety of benefits:

   •  Biohackers from Tony Robbins to Dave Asprey 
(Bulletproof Coffee guy) have recommended RLT for 
peak performance and optimal sleep.

   •  Fitness models and bodybuilders use it to aid muscle 
recovery and athletic performance.

   •  Spas use it to help produce collagen, which is the 
basis for beautiful youthful skin.

   •  Hair restoration clinics use it for hair growth.

   •  Pain clinics use it as a non-invasive method to reduce 
pain.



100% Safe EMFs

2.	Low	Amount	of	EMFs

Despite your Sparkle Mat emitting only VLF EMFs, some people 
want to know “what is the “amount” (intensity) of EMFs emitted?”

Know that your Sparkle Mat is shielded by 4 layers to keep EMFs 
to almost zero (0) while your mat is plugged in, and less than 0.2 
milliGauss (mG) when your mat is heating. Note that, most of 
your in-home background EMFs levels are between 0.5 and 4 mG, 
which is considered safe for sleeping.

For a point of comparison, here are EMF levels for some of your 
other electronics devices: electric blankets range from 5 mG to  
30 mG, laptops range from 2 mG to 20 mG, and hair dryers from  
7 mG to 70 mG.

1.	High	Frequency	VS	Very	Low	Frequency

The 5G mobile and WiFi devices all around you use high-frequency 
electromagnetic frequency (HF EMF) that is as high as 5,000 hz. 
There is some new scientific research that shows HF EMFs are 
potentially harmful to your body.

You can rest assured when you buy a Sparkle Mat because your mat 
only uses Very Low Frequency (VLF) EMFs that range from 0.9 Hz 
to 45 Hz, which are completely safe because your body and Mother 
Earth naturally produce frequencies from 0.9 Hz to 45 Hz.

3.	Safe	for	Everyone,	AND	a	Caution	too…

As of 2018, the FDA approved PEMF devices like your Sparkle Mat 
as completely “SAFE” for “general wellness.”

However, you must turn the PEMF of your Sparkle Mat to “OFF”,  
if you or a client:

   •  Uses a heart pacer

   •  Has Graves disease

   •  Is pregnant

FIR, negative, hot gemstone therapy, and RLT are completely safe 
for everyone.



BioMat Bemer
+ =

Sparkle Mat

If you were to buy an Amethyst BioMat you’d pay $1,750, but you’d also need to get an PEMF 
(aka electromagnetic therapy) mat like Bemer, which costs $6,000. Both BioMat and Bemer are 

sold exclusively through multi-level marketing, which inflates their cost to about $7,750.

✨ With Sparkle you save upto 89.3% because we offer your Sparkle Mat directly to you.

Support For Healers

FAQs For Influencers

Warranty For Journalists

http://www.sparklemats.com
mailto:love%40sparklemats.com?subject=
https://sparklemats.com/pages/healer
https://sparklemats.com/pages/faqs
https://sparklemats.com/#
https://sparklemats.com/pages/warranty
https://sparklemats.com/#
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iWS-ZzXxwBbON2_m-grG-zPHsVzfX8sr/view
https://www.facebook.com/sparklemats/
https://www.instagram.com/sparklemats/
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQElZpurwLSOeAAAAYPpFw7QQevRLUzkta3UCLnA5dHrcVlS3bG-XgwDpeX7Lp9RugRHg_hmlHxcyogFFZQpsuB9gPd36PbcndDbr38pFDYhh9f32_56tJPLTCB9GVwiZD2FdZs=&original_referer=https://sparklemats.com/&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fsparkle-mats
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaTQ7YFrJuhkvYWQKJES7Bw
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